
THE KABOOM BOYS 
Feature Film 
Genre: Historical Drama, Military Action  

~  The Kaboom Boys is inspired by the true, untold World War II story of a 
volunteer-only squad of misfit U.S. Army bomb disposal soldiers who sign 
up for death duty led by Captain Edward Hume and become unexpected 
international heroes in France.  

During WWII the Allies and the Nazi’s dropped over 3.4 million tons of 
bombs across Europe and the United Kingdom. Ten percent failed to 
explode and lay pregnant with destruction. BD squads were created to 
safely diffuse or detonate these bombs. Life expectancy for a BD volunteer 
was a dismal 10 weeks. Captain Edward Hume learns to lead The Kaboom 
Boys to combat Nazi terror and render a nation safe. 

Edward Hume, imagines a better life than the slow death he sees in his coal 
mining hometown of Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania.  The world around him 
is rushing to war. Assigned a 4-F, he finds a window to enlist, where his 
classification will be overlooked,  and he steps into his future as a BD man.  
He’s assigned a newly formed squad of volunteers. Leaving behind his high 
school sweetheart he begins a journey into destiny.  Training in the US and 
England with the RAF, his eyes are opened to his emerging strengths and 
equally the challenges ahead. 

Edward quickly excels as a candidate and becomes a captain while he daily 
struggles with the gut wrenching-fear of the time-clock ticking from the day 
he is commissioned. Ten weeks is his biggest enemy target. Each soldier 
assigned to his squad shares a dead-end story of why they too volunteered 
for BD. It’s a collection of shared testosterone and heartache stories. 

As the squad drops on Utah Beach and races into Normandy, the obstacles 
mount up in every village, hospital, commanding headquarters and field 
they are assigned to clear of explosive devices.  The tensions grow within 
the squad as one soldier, Sergeant Bill Tait,  shows signs of instability.  Bill 
has carried his dark hometown secret into the battlefield and he is 
unraveling. When Bill mysteriously dies in a puzzling explosion, Corporal 
Jack Rutledge challenges Edward’s leadership, causing distrust throughout 
the squad. This tragic loss will propel The Kaboom Boys into a heroic 
mission on Mont Saint Michel, a treasured French island with a historic 



abbey and a great protector, Saint Michael, whose form looms above the 
island on the church spire.  The island fort has guarded France for 
centuries.  The Nazi’s who vacationed in this idyllic town left it surprisingly 
unscathed. Hitler wanted to return and use it as a vacation spot post-war.  
In contrast, the U.S. has dropped four hot-bombs in its tidal waters. The 
Kaboom Boys must detonate the bombs and make-safe the town and the 
abbey.  

In the treacherous waters surrounding Mont St Michel, Edward’s unknown 
4-H challenge is revealed.  It is here he will forge his faith in himself and 
the world will discover new heroes,  Captain Edward Hume and The 
Kaboom Boys. 

The Kaboom Boys is written by award winning producer and journalist, 
Elaine Hume Peake, daughter of Captain Hume.  

Story by Elaine Hume Peake. 

Screenplay by Elaine Hume Peake, Joan Tankersley, Don Keith. 

A proposed sequel, Goodbye Berlin, follows this first-in-a-series screenplay.  

Pitch Deck available. joan@fivekeycollective.com 
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